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Please answer three of the following questions below, drawing on your knowledge and critical 

thinking skills. EACH answer should be at least TWO solid, well-written paragraph. Respond to 

each part of each questions you choose to answer. Put you name on your work. Submit your 

work (as a Microsoft Word or Adobe pdf file) on or before the due date in GaVIEW. Respond to 

all parts of each of three questions selected. 

 

If I understand this correctly, Dr. Dwyer sees the consequences of poor parenting (and living in 

dangerous places) as the most critically important links in the cycle because the prenatal months 

and the first weeks, months and years of a child's life are of critical to a child's neural (and 

physical) development, include self discovery, emotional well-being, attunement, attachment and 

other mental functions that set the child up for success or not. He believes we fail children by 

giving priority to the interests and desires of troubled (often addicted) biological parents who 

hope for the return of the children beyond the time during which adoption and secure bonding 

with others are likely. 

1. Would you favor a return to the common economic realities of the 1950s in which men 

were systematically paid more than women, allowing ordinary men doing ordinary jobs to earn 

enough income to support a family (with a wife not having to be employed outside the home) 

and making it easier for women to marry men financially able to support a wife and children? 

(Assume that adequate numbers of "ordinary jobs" for men are available.) Explain your answer. 

 

[expand this box to make it large enough for a solid answer] 

 

2. Would you favor a variety of socialism in which family members (especially biological 

mothers) would be paid by government to provide quality childcare for their own children, rather 

than working outside the home? Explain why or why not. (Focus on the idea and not on 

socialism.) 

 

[expand this box to make it large enough for a solid answer] 

 

3. What do you believe to be the responsibilities of the "the state" (our system of 

governments, collectively) to the safety and welfare of children who are possibly at risk of abuse 

and/or neglect? Under what circumstances do you believe "the state" has a responsibility to 

investigate the home environment and treatment of specific children?  

 

[expand this box to make it large enough for a solid answer] 

 

4. In your view, is social science more difficult than, "rocket science?" What is it that makes 

social challenges appear to be beyond the reach of societies that can achieve amazing 

technological feats?  

[expand this box to make it large enough for a solid answer] 

 


